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 1                       (Whereupon, the proceedings

 2                       commenced at approximately 11:00

 3                       a.m.)

 4             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Good morning, everyone.  The

 5   meeting is called to order.

 6             We start with reports from Board Election

 7   Supervisors, Mr. Seminara.

 8             MR. SEMINAR:  Good morning, Commissioners.

 9             The absentee ballot report is as follows:  Last

10   week we received 152 regular applications for absentee; 234

11   alternatives; military was 5; and civilians overseas was a

12   total of 399 for the week.  And that brings our grand total

13   to 5,342.  Where four years ago at this time we were at

14   9499.

15             I would like to remind everybody that April 17th,

16   is the deadline for applications for absentee.

17             They have to be in the office by 5 p.m, not

18   postmark.  The ballots should be returned April 20th, by

19   close of business that day, which is 5 p.m.

20             And that concludes my report, Commissioners.

21             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Mr. Day.

22             MR. DAY:  All the machines are all tested and

23   ready.

24             Right now we have about 2200 machines closed up,
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 1   picked up and the covers on them.  And we should be all done

 2   that by tomorrow night, and then be ready for shipping

 3   Friday after lunch.

 4             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  All right.  Thank you for all

 5   the work that went into getting them ready to ship.

 6             Miss Murchison.

 7             MS. MURCHISON:  Good morning, everyone.

 8             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Good morning.

 9             MS. MURCHISON:  The last school that we were at

10   was Holy Cross.  Our total was 542.  Our total for all 10

11   schools was 2,853.

12             The letter just went out for the make-up class for

13   anyone that didn't attend the regular classes.

14             I'll make contact with the school just as a

15   reminder to let them know that we're there next weekend.

16             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Thank you.

17             Mr. Dowling.

18             MR. DOWLING:  Good morning.



19             Registration wise, pretty much slacked off.

20             The only thing we're accepting now is any

21   transfers from other counties and any postmarks that may

22   come in with the March 26th, date on it.

23             So, as of today -- as of yesterday, up until March

24   26th, we received 21,469.  We took in an additional 1,075 in
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 1   postmarks and transfers from other counties, for a total of

 2   22,544.  All the rejected applications from that total have

 3   been mailed out.  All the out of counties from those

 4   applications have all been mailed out.  And pretty much

 5   we're up to date with all that.  Everything that came in

 6   yesterday that was timely or good was into the computer

 7   room.

 8             Campaign Finance Reports for all candidates on the

 9   ballot, Cycle Two Second Friday Pre-Primary is due Friday,

10   April 13th, by 5 p.m.

11             Anybody that mails their report, it must be

12   postmarked by Thursday, April 12th.  And it will be accepted

13   as timely as long as that postmark is on there.

14             Street lists.  We are in the process of doing all

15   the district sets.

16             We got our last shipment on Monday.  It took us to

17   the close of business on Friday to get that all together,

18   and we started the district sets on Tuesday.

19             Bilingual training is this Saturday, on the sixth

20   floor.

21             There are, for non-certified bilinguals, we

22   divided those among the three starting times, 9, 11, and 1.

23             And people who are coming for the refresher, they

24   will start at nine, and on every half hour.
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 1             We divided those evenly so that the people who are

 2   providing the training aren't overwhelmed.

 3             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Sorry.  At 9, starting every

 4   half hour until?

 5             MR. DOWLING:  That's for the refresher.  That's

 6   for the people who are already certified.

 7             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Right.

 8             MR. DOWLING:  They'll come in and do a 15, 20

 9   minute little test on the laptop.

10             And we scheduled approximately 9 per half hour.

11             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Okay.  Up until what time?

12             MR. DOWLING:  They go until -- 12:30 is the last.

13             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Thank you.

14             MR. DOWLING:  And that's so it just doesn't

15   overwhelm the people from the Health Federation of

16   Philadelphia.

17             Also, we also provide for other languages.

18             We provide every polling place with a cellphone.

19   We also provide them with a blue handout.  And then there is

20   also a phone card which will address another 120 different

21   languages.

22             So, if someone comes in other than Spanish and

23   they need interpretation services, the judge of elections



24   can dial the access code, and it will go through the
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 1   managing director's office and they'll be set up with an

 2   interpreter for the language that they need.

 3             On Election Day we also have a dedicated hotline

 4   for any Spanish issues.

 5             And that phone number is 686-1525 and 26.  And

 6   that will be in operation on Election Day, also.

 7             Too late applications, we started working on

 8   those.  We're getting those together.  Getting counsel on

 9   them.

10             Once they're done, they'll be going into the

11   computer room to Greg's people, and they'll enter those in

12   and generate a letter explaining that their application was

13   received too late, and that it will be processed for the

14   next election.

15             And that's it.

16             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  All right.  Thank you.

17             Mr. Lynch.

18             MR. LYNCH:  Yes.  Good morning, Commissioners.

19             I started printing the provisional ballots last

20   Monday.  And those machines have been running every day

21   since then, except for Easter.  I have about six more wards

22   to go.  I'll be finished with them.

23             We got all the sample ballots in.  We're taking

24   requests from the general public, and plus the
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 1   Commissioners' Office for -- there are different ward

 2   leaders asking for sample ballots.  We're making them sets

 3   up.

 4             The Watcher Certificates, they're coming in pretty

 5   steady.

 6             And you figure -- I figured maybe Sunday I'll

 7   probably start packing boxes, because we're still behind on

 8   the printing of the voter ID cards and everything, but I'm

 9   still waiting for Central to finish that job.

10             So, I figure with the interpreter class coming on

11   Saturday, I probably won't be able to start packing the

12   boxes until Sunday.

13             So, other than that, we will be done.  And we

14   should be done, and Friday we'll start shipping the boxes

15   out to the police station.  All right.

16             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Thank you.

17             Mr. Ferris.

18             MR. FERRIS:  Good morning, Commissioners.

19             Okay.  There are no more polling place changes in

20   front of the Commissioners.  That is, anything now has to go

21   to Common Pleas Court.

22             We do have four scheduled right now in court for

23   next Wednesday, April 18th, at 10 a.m.  Judge Dembe will

24   hear them the same time she hears the court-appointed
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 1   vacancies and replacements for any judges, majority

 2   inspectors, minority inspectors.

 3             I will be attending that hearing, along with Fred



 4   Voigt, as has been past practice, just in case Judge Dembe

 5   has any questions about the polling place moves.

 6             There is 1 in the 28th Ward, 2 in the 34th Ward

 7   and 1 in the 12th Ward so far.

 8             That's not uncommon.  It happens every election.

 9   There actually could be even more.

10             These four divisions were four divisions that were

11   moved during the Department of Justice polling place

12   hearings in front of the Commissioners.

13             So they would be getting an ID card with the new

14   polling place that we moved them to.

15             I did talk to Mr. Irving yesterday about possibly

16   waiting until the 18th instead of the 17th to mail those

17   cards out for either those four divisions, or all the cards

18   just so the right information could be put on that.

19             Other than that, we are getting -- we have our

20   doorbells all set, ready to go.  I will ship them up -- I'll

21   bring them upstairs to Joe so that he can start packing them

22   in the boxes this weekend.

23             We also are starting to hang signs today notifying

24   people in the divisions that were effected where the new
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 1   polling places will be.  We'll continue that for the next

 2   five to seven days.

 3             We also will be hanging the blue signs that inform

 4   voters when they come to a polling place where the

 5   handicapped accessible entrance is.

 6             That will be done starting next Friday and over

 7   the weekend.

 8             And then we will be assisting with the machine

 9   deliveries starting Friday.  When they have trouble getting

10   into a place or if something happens.  There's also that

11   possibility when they go to deliver a machine, the current

12   location refuses the machines or the place has burnt down,

13   collapsed, something like that because, you know, we don't

14   have a window on every 1100, 1200 polling place.  This does

15   happen every election.  That's called an emergency change.

16             And what happens is, we get an alternate place if

17   that happens, and the owner won't take it.

18             Usually Mr. Voigt will get a Court Order signed

19   off by a judge covering everything so we know that that is

20   done.  There might not be time to put that on the record,

21   but at least we will have a Court Order showing why it was

22   moved and signed off by a Common Pleas Court judge for that.

23             And other than that, we're ready to go.

24             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Okay.  Thank you.
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 1             Mr. Irving.

 2             MR. IRVING:  Good morning, Commissioners.

 3             All voter registration mail applications have been

 4   processed, and ID cards are being mailed out.

 5             We are still getting transfers in from across the

 6   state from other counties.

 7             Some of these counties are notoriously late every

 8   election getting them to us.



 9             So, a lot of these people that we get transfers

10   from, they won't appear in any poll book.  They'll appear on

11   what we call a supplemental page book.

12             Those are sheets which we run separately and we

13   place them in an envelope and give those to the judges and

14   tell them, when they check their book to also check these

15   sheets to make sure that the person's name is on that.

16             And it's just a copy of the page book so that

17   they'll be allowed to vote, because they are eligible to

18   vote on the machines, okay.

19             We usually run the supplementals on the Wednesday

20   prior to the election.  Which, this year, would be on the

21   18th, or we may go Thursday the 19th, so that we can have

22   those packed into the boxes.

23             Voter registration absentee ballot applications.

24   We sent about 200 pieces up to County Board this morning so
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 1   that they can get those stuffed and out in the mail.

 2             I believe that Carmen has a group that he's

 3   sending down to me, probably somewhere around 100; 150,

 4   okay.  We'll get those up and out, and he'll have those

 5   first thing in the morning.

 6             So far the too late applications which Mr. Dowling

 7   has submitted to our office, we started processing those,

 8   and we're going to continue to process those.

 9             We usually go up until the weekend prior to the

10   election.

11             We figure, if you're submitting an application

12   three days before the election, then you know you that

13   you're too late.  But anything probably the Friday prior to

14   that we do process.

15             We also create a listing in the system, and all of

16   you will receive a copy of that listing, we also send one to

17   the courts so that when people call and want to lodge a

18   complaint about, they got theirs in on time, it will

19   actually show that they didn't.

20             What we also do is, everyone who mailed an

21   application in and it is too late, we keep the postmark

22   attached to them.

23             We actually have several people who come down

24   every election because they don't believe it.  They know
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 1   they did it, or they may have given it to somebody to mail

 2   for them and the person just didn't do it on time.  So we

 3   keep the postmarks on it to verify that it actually was too

 4   late.

 5             Poll book deliveries will begin today and continue

 6   up until the 17th, okay.

 7             Barton Coney, they usually deliver about 15 wards

 8   at a time, okay.  So, they're pretty good.  So we've never

 9   had an issue with them.

10             The voter admission slips, they're all -- excuse

11   me.

12             Joe, are they all in yet?

13             MR. LYNCH:  They just came today.



14             MR. IRVING:  The last group came in today, so

15   they're fine with those.

16             We've mailed out all of the letters which pertain

17   to the appointment of poll workers, I believe it is -- I

18   mean the judges and majority and minority inspectors, they

19   all were taken to the bulk mail center, delivered yesterday.

20             We still have about 150 pieces left, which they're

21   stuffing now.  And they're going to get out of here sometime

22   this afternoon directly into the bulk center so they can get

23   out in the mail.

24             We have Jerry LaGaungi (phonetic), they're
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 1   stuffing green slips into the absentee ballot with

 2   information on them, which go out to the boards so that

 3   they'll know if someone voted by absentee.

 4             And other than that, that completes everything up

 5   to date.

 6             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Okay.

 7             MR. VOIGT:  Commissioner --

 8             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Go ahead.

 9             MR. VOIGT:  The deadline for filing for filling

10   election board vacancies is 3:00 this afternoon.

11             The hearing, of course, as Gary mentioned, is next

12   week, the 18th, at 10:00.

13             Many of you heard that one of the presidential

14   candidates has suspended their campaign.

15             For the record, that has no impact whatsoever on

16   the conduct of this election.

17             That is, the main rule that the candidate's name

18   will appear, as it does, on the absentees ballots.

19             The votes that are cast for that candidate by

20   absentee will be counted, as they must, legally.  The name

21   will appear on the machines, and will be, anyone who cast a

22   vote for that candidate on the machines will be counted.

23             There is no Court Order which would be required

24   withdrawing that candidate's name.
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 1             The suspension is political only and not legal.

 2   So everybody understands that.

 3             There is no ability to revote or recast a ballot.

 4             We've gotten several calls from individuals who

 5   have voted by absentee and who would like to vote again.

 6             Unfortunately, you get to vote once.  And only

 7   once.

 8             Joe, just wanted to note that for the record.

 9             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Thank you.

10             All right.  Now, any comments or questions from

11   the public?

12             Mr. DeFelice.

13             MR. DeFELICE:  Joe DeFelice, State Republican

14   Party.

15             First, and foremost, like I told you last week,

16   that I would give you guys a copy of what we filed today,

17   with respect to minority inspectors.

18             Hand it to Tim?



19             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Bring it up.  Bring it to me.

20                       (Whereupon, documents were

21                       submitted to the Commission.)

22             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Thank you.

23             MR. DeFELICE:  This is what we filed today with --

24   at the Prothonotary's Office.
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 1             Roughly 22, 23 divisions, the 2nd Ward, the 5th

 2   Ward and the 36th Ward for minority inspectors.

 3             Most of them are in areas where there were

 4   vacancies.

 5             There is one, I think, and I know that Fred is

 6   familiar with it.  I actually spoke to Vito Canuso about it

 7   this morning, and Steve Kaplan, I think, is aware as well on

 8   the Democrat side, in the 2nd Ward; 1st Division, that is a

 9   removal of an election board worker based upon an Affidavit

10   of voters saying that, the judge of election -- or that

11   minority inspector has moved out of the ward.

12             The second -- another one is in the instance of a

13   resignation.

14             Everything else is based upon vacancies.

15             They were filed today.  I don't anticipate any

16   problems.  And we'll have the hearing next week.

17             Following that, last evening I e-mailed to each of

18   the Commissioners, I'm not sure if each of you had an

19   opportunity to look at it, but when I first met with the

20   Commissioners -- the various Commissioners' Offices, one of

21   the things brought to my attention, when we were looking at

22   the race, specifically the numbers that we started when we

23   found out the overvotes in the 19th and 7th Wards, we

24   focused originally on the Primary 2011.
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 1             I'm also now pulling for the Primary 2010.

 2             The Primary '11 votes were obviously, it wasn't

 3   close.  It was Dan Savage and Marie Quiñones-Sánchez.

 4             And then in the prior year it was Jonathan Ramos

 5   and Angel Cruz.

 6             I'm specifically dealing with overvotes, more

 7   votes that were cast than Democratic voters who showed up to

 8   the polling place.  And with the huge difference between

 9   number of votes cast for one ticket, the mayor in the

10   Primary Election versus -- versus the City Council Race.

11             So, the one thing suggested to us was, that we

12   expand our net, which we did.  I e-mailed it to all the

13   Commissioners last evening.  We expanded the net to cover

14   the entire city for Primary 2011.

15             And what we came up with was, we had 40 divisions

16   in which there were more votes cast than in the Democrat

17   Primary than voters that showed up to the polls.  And that

18   equated to 198 total votes.  There is a minor discrepancy

19   there.

20             And the minor discrepancy deals with the 20th

21   Ward; 11th Division.  Because according to the records that

22   we received from the City Commissioners, only four people

23   voted in that.



24             Now, I realize that was a new division.
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 1             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Actually, I can tell you what

 2   happened in the 20;11.

 3             MR. DeFELICE:  Oh, okay.

 4             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  In the 20th Ward; 11th

 5   Division, if you look at the machine tapes that were

 6   returned by the poll workers, there is a notation that says

 7   that they voted -- there is more than one polling place in

 8   that -- more than one division in that polling place, and

 9   that division voted on a machine that was designated for

10   another division.

11             MR. LYNCH:  Division 23.

12             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  So -- and those -- so the

13   numbers, the election results in our records, which come

14   electronically from the machines, were incorrect.

15             A look at the poll books show that, in fact, there

16   were four voters -- no.  I'm sorry.  There were six voters,

17   four Democrats, two Republicans who voted in that division.

18             It is a Temple University division, which explains

19   the extremely low voter numbers.

20             But, in fact, they all voted on one machine.  And

21   there are six votes on that machine.

22             The other machine that was designated for Ward 20;

23   Division 11 was actually used by another division.

24             So, there's -- and you are welcome to come and
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 1   look at the tapes.

 2             MR. DeFELICE:  I'm fine.  I'm -- and I don't know

 3   if I heard this right --

 4             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Yeah.

 5             MR. DeFELICE:  -- you said there were only six

 6   voters that came out in that polling place?

 7             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  That is correct.  That's

 8   correct.

 9             MR. DeFELICE:  That's extremely -- that's an

10   extremely low turnout then.

11             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Yes.  It is extremely low

12   turnout.  It is typical of college precincts when school is

13   not in session.

14             MR. DeFELICE:  Makes sense, okay.  That makes

15   sense.

16             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Yeah.

17             MR. DeFELICE:  All right.  Well, then that can

18   explain the discrepancy, at least with the high number,

19   because it was 74 vote difference.

20             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  That's right.

21             MR. DeFELICE:  Which was extremely high.

22             With that being said, you know, if you were to

23   take out that 74, which I did, we're still looking at still

24   40 divisions where there's more, it just equals more.  It's
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 1   around -- it's 124 total precincts -- 124 total votes as

 2   opposed to 198.

 3             We also looked at -- there were ten divisions that



 4   actually had more votes cast than number of voters that came

 5   out total, if you include them, and that came out to -- and

 6   that's 99 total votes, 25 obviously if you exclude 20;11.

 7             The highest division was the 1st Ward; 3rd

 8   Division, which had 8 plurality, 8 more votes cast than

 9   total votes.

10             And then the 3rd Ward; 20th Division, the 62nd

11   Ward; 9th Division, the 5th Ward; 17th Division, the 6th

12   Ward; 8th Division, the 23rd Ward; 1st Division, and then

13   the 27th Ward; 10th, 8th and the 21st Divisions.

14             Some issues that arose in this instance was, and

15   correct me if I'm wrong, in the Capozzi, Kenyatta Johnson

16   Race last year, and like I said, Tracy Gordan was also

17   involved in that race, was there -- was there a recount, or

18   was that just -- or did that never go to recount, it was

19   just a --

20             MR. VOIGT:  It was a contest.

21             MR. DeFELICE:  Okay.

22             MR. VOIGT:  It was a contest, Joe.

23             MR. DeFELICE:  Okay.  And that's -- so, it was

24   never actually a recount.  And that's fine.  That's probably
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 1   better in this situation because, I just wanted to make

 2   sure, when it was certified was there, like, a, in these

 3   instances we found divisions that had overvotes in that

 4   district -- we're talking about a race that was 40 votes,

 5   and when you -- given the 26th Ward; 9th Division and 15th

 6   Division, the 36th Ward; 34th and 35th Division, the 39th

 7   Ward; 16th and 29th Division, the 40th Ward; 9th, 12th --

 8   the 9th and 12th Divisions, the 48th Ward; 11th, 18th and

 9   22, they all had overvotes, and I didn't know how we could

10   calculate that and square that away to certify that

11   election.

12             The other election that caught our interest was

13   the Featherman, Karen Brown Primary for Mayor last year.

14   Because if there was 198 votes -- even if there was 124

15   votes, and the answer to that is, that those votes were from

16   the Republicans that voted on Democrat machines which,

17   obviously, look, I'm not -- they seem that, that could have

18   happened in a lot of divisions.

19             It seemed that, that race -- I mean, that race

20   was, I think, a 53-vote margin; correct me if I'm wrong, in

21   and around there somewhere.  I feel that, that could have --

22   that falls solely within that margin of error.

23             And I really think that -- my recommendation, one,

24   to the Commission would be, that we need to find out, kind
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 1   of, what's going on here.

 2             If it's -- if it's like I said, as small as, you

 3   know, Republican voting on Democrat machines, that's

 4   understandable.

 5             I think with proper instruction of the election

 6   boards, proper questioning of the election boards, these

 7   things can be rectified obviously.

 8             I think we should probably, and again these are



 9   just recommendations from me, which you can do what you want

10   with them.  But with that being said, these things being

11   brought to the attention, we know that this is now going on,

12   we see it; we have hard facts on it.

13             And this could have been the difference in a

14   Republican Primary for Mayor.  Might not have been.  But, I

15   mean, it's very clear that those number of votes are within

16   the margin of error, and I just want to bring that to your

17   attention.

18             And, like I said, each of you should have received

19   a copy.  If you did not, please let me know and I'll

20   re-forward it.

21             Thank you.

22             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Thank you very much, Mr.

23   DeFelice.

24             Sir, please state your name for the record.
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 1             MR. RAMOS:  Good morning, Commissioners and Duty

 2   Commissioners, my name is Jonathan Ramos, Candidate for

 3   State Representative for the 180th District.  Thank you for

 4   allowing me to address this -- this Board this morning.

 5             I'm here this morning requesting your oversight

 6   for a fair election in a district that has been plagued by a

 7   history of irregularities, deception, intimidation, amongst

 8   numerous other Election Law violations.

 9             In particular, from three divisions where the

10   Watchers were -- where the interpreters -- Watchers

11   witnessed the interpreters entering the booths, telling

12   voters who to vote -- whose button to push, and told by the

13   voters that -- told by the voters that they pressed buttons

14   without their permissions.  That the interpreters themselves

15   were pressing buttons for them.

16             One of these same individuals came here to -- to

17   the hearings and testified before this Commission, and

18   stated that she practically assisted every voter.  Yet, the

19   Declaration of Assistance Forms did not match her testimony,

20   and were missing altogether.

21             When asked what happened to them, the statement

22   came out that they were given to the ward leader who, at the

23   time, was the candidate.

24             As you heard in his (indicating) testimony, this
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 1   is something that has been going on for quite sometime.

 2             All we're really asking is, for good oversight,

 3   for a good and fair election so that the voters can actually

 4   come out and exercise their right to vote, because this is

 5   very prevalent.  It's been going on, and each time the ones

 6   being disenfranchised here are the actual voters themselves.

 7             Thank you.

 8             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Thank you.

 9             Other comments or questions?

10                       (Whereupon, there was no

11                       response.)

12             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Then I would like to announce

13   that we will have an executive session to discuss personnel



14   issues immediately following this public meeting.  And I

15   adjourn this meeting.  We will meet again next week, 11:00,

16   same time, same place, Wednesday.

17             And the inspection of the voting machines is this

18   Friday at the 4700 Wissahickon Avenue, at 10:00, if anyone

19   wishes to inspect the voting machines before they get

20   shipped out.

21             Thank you.

22                       (Whereupon, the proceeding was

23                       adjourned at approximately 11:30

24                       a.m.)
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 1                  C E R T I F I C A T E

 2   

 3             I, RENÉE HELMAR, a Shorthand Reporter, and Notary

 4   Public, certify that the foregoing is a true and accurate

 5   transcript of the proceedings which were held at the time,

 6   place and on the date herein before set forth.

 7             I further certify that I am neither attorney, nor

 8   counsel for, nor related to or employed by, any of the

 9   parties to the action in which these proceedings were taken,

10   and further that I am not a relative or employee of any

11   attorney or counsel employed in this action, nor am I

12   financially interested in this case.

13   

14   

15   

16   

17                                     Renée Helmar

18                                     Shorthand Reporter
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